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Demerger: Implementing focused approach for Core Businesses
Over the years, Prakash has emerged as a diversified player with interest in Steel,
Power and PVC Pipe sectors. In view of the current industry scenario and the
industry trends, both the steel / power and PVC pipe sectors have huge growth
potential in the coming years. The Budget 2017 has focused on housing, rural
economy, infrastructure spending and railways, which shall not only boost the
economic growth of the country but also revive the domestic steel demand by
providing it with the required impetus to achieve the long awaited growth in the
sector. Regarding the PVC Pipe industry, going by the continuous growth trajectory
witnessed in the sector coupled with improving prospects in the agricultural and
housing sectors on account of huge capital outlays by the government in the Budget
2017, the sector has tremendous growth potential.
During the nine months ended 31st December, 2016, the turnover and EBIDTA of the
PVC Pipe business has grown by 14.22% and 20.40% respectively as compared to
the corresponding period of FY 2016. Considering the colossal growth prospects in
both steel and PVC, Prakash has decided to demerge the PVC Pipe business into a
separate entity, which shall not only enable both the businesses to grow
independently with their focused vision, strategies and operations, but also contribute
significantly towards unlocking the potential value of the businesses for the
shareholders.

A more ‘pureplay’ Company, having a singular business is also

preferred by the investors as the business follows a focused and sector specific
growth strategy, thereby counteracting the ‘conglomerate discount’ and enhancing
the value of the business.
The proposed demerger shall also protect the respective businesses from each
other’s risks including industrial and economic slowdown, change in regulatory
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policies and other market forces. The businesses will also have sharper focus on
their production, supply chain and end user market, which shall provide higher growth
impetus with superior margins, better asset turnover and a healthy return on capital in
the future years.
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